GeO$_2$ glass ceramic planar waveguides fabricated by RF-sputtering
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ABSTRACT

GeO$_2$ transparent glass ceramic planar waveguides were fabricated by a RF-sputtering technique and then irradiated by a pulsed CO$_2$ laser. Different techniques like m-line, micro-Raman spectroscopy, atomic force microscopy, and positron annihilation spectroscopy were employed to evaluate the effects of CO$_2$ laser processing on the optical and structural properties of the waveguides. The GeO$_2$ planar waveguide after 2h of CO$_2$ laser irradiation exhibits an increase of 0.04 in the refractive index, measured at 1542 nm. Moreover, the technique of laser annealing is demonstrated to significantly reduce propagation loss in GeO$_2$ planar waveguides due to the reduction of the scattering. Upon irradiation of the surface the roughness decreases from 1.1 to 0.7 nm, as measured by AFM. Attenuation coefficients of 0.7 and 0.5 dB/cm at 1319 and 1542 nm, respectively, were measured after irradiation. Micro-Raman measurements evidence that the system embeds GeO$_2$ nanocrystals and their phase varies with the irradiation time. Moreover, positron annihilation spectroscopy was used to study the depth profiling of the as prepared and laser annealed samples. The obtained results yielded information on the structural changes produced after the irradiation process inside the waveguiding films of approximately 1 μm thickness.
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INTRODUCTION

GeO$_2$ based system for applications on various modern fields such as electronics and photonics is playing an important role and much effort is devoted on his growth, characterization, and employment. [1, 2]. GeO$_2$ exhibits, in fact, many interesting physicochemical properties for applications in optical, electronic and optoelectronic devices [1, 3, 4], and very recently GeO$_2$ films have been employed as a prototypical case for the study for hypersonic attenuation in a strong glass [5]. GeO$_2$ can give, indeed, photoluminescence, exhibits high values of dielectric constant and refractive index, and good thermal stability and mechanical strength. Photo-sensor capability of GeO$_2$ has been confirmed by optical spectroscopic methods such as Raman-spectroscopy and electron spin resonance spectroscopy coupled with structural measurements [3]. Moreover, nanocomposite materials such as transparent glass ceramics have been demonstrated to exhibit specific optical and structural properties making them valuable photonic systems [6]. For these reasons, it is of
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strategic importance to develop fabrication protocols allowing obtain GeO₂ transparent glass ceramic planar waveguides exhibiting low attenuation coefficients and simultaneously embed GeO₂ nanocrystals with a specific phase [7].

Numerous techniques can be used to fabricate these particular kinds of nanostructured systems [2, 6]. Among them, sol-gel techniques with top-down and bottom-up approaches [8], and physical vapor deposition [9]. Among these techniques, recently, we have demonstrate that RF- sputtering (RFS) is a suitable route to fabricate optical planar waveguides and photonic microcavities operating in the visible and NIR regions [10 - 12].

In order to produce transparent glass-ceramic, heat treatment employing a furnace is a possible way, but lately efforts was performed for the development of alternative treatments. Another treatment protocol to manufacture transparent glass-ceramic in planar format is the laser annealing (LA) that presents advantages in terms of temporal and spatial annealing control in respect to the conventional thermal annealing [13 - 15]. The CO₂ laser annealing has been successfully used to reduce scattering losses in different kinds of amorphous optical planar waveguides [16 - 19], and for the fabrication of glass-ceramic coating [20] and glass-ceramic waveguides with low attenuation coefficient [15].

Anyway a precise characterization of the structure of the samples is crucial to assess the effect of the LA process and tailor the irradiation protocols. Moreover, it is well known that important structural modification, leading to artificial results, can be induced in GeO₂ based materials by electron irradiation [21]. Furthermore analysis technique such as Grazing Incidence Small-Angle X-Ray Scattering [22] need to be complemented with other investigations to be exhaustive in case of low volume scattering systems. For these reasons, in the present work, informations on the structural properties of the waveguides before and after the laser annealing process were obtained by various techniques and in particular from positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS), specifically by the Doppler broadening spectroscopy (DBS). PAS is a well-known non-destructive spectroscopy technique employed to investigate materials structure [23].

In this work we present the detail of the fabrication by RF-sputtering of amorphous GeO₂ planar waveguides, their modification in glass-ceramic by CO₂ laser annealing, and the optical and structural characterization of the samples before and after different irradiations.

**EXPERIMENTAL**

GeO₂ planar waveguides were prepared by Radio Frequency Sputtering (RFS) technique. The film was deposited on a silica substrate of dimensions 7.5 x 2.5 cm. In order to improve the adhesion of the films, just before the deposition procedure the substrate was cleaned inside the deposition chamber by heating at 120 °C for 30 min. Sputtering deposition of the film was performed by using a 15x5 cm² germania target. The residual pressure, before deposition, was about 1.6x10⁻⁶ mbar. The substrates were not heated during the deposition process. The sputtering was carried out under an Ar atmosphere at a pressure of 5.4x10⁻⁴ mbar without addition of oxygen, an applied rf power of 80 W, and 0 W reflected power. The deposition time, necessary to reach the appropriate thickness for one propagating mode at 1.5 μm, was 1 h 58 min.

The GeO₂ planar waveguides were irradiated with a pulsed S50 TEA CO₂ laser with a mixture of CO₂:N₂:He fixed at 33%:33%:33%, respectively. The pulsed laser was used with 0.6 J per pulse at 5 Hz repetition rate and 380 ns pulse width, 10.6 μm wavelength and a beam diameter of 1.5 cm. The samples were irradiated in air with 1.3 W medium power and the irradiation times varied from 1 h to 2 h.

The thickness of the waveguide and the refractive index at 543.5, 632.8, 1319 and 1542 nm were measured in TE and TM polarizations, by an m-line apparatus based on the prism coupling technique. Using the same apparatus attenuation coefficients at 632.8, 1319 and 1542 nm were evaluated by collecting with a fiber scanner the light scattered out of the waveguide plane for the TE₀ mode. More details about the experimental setup can be found in Ref. [24].

Raman scattering measurements were performed at room temperature in the range between 100 and 1000 cm⁻¹ by means of a microprobe setup (Horiba-Jobin-Yvon, LabRam Aramis) consisting of a He-Ne laser operating at 632.8 nm with 20 mW power, a narrow band notch filter, a 46 cm focal length spectrograph using a 1800 grooves/mm grating and a charge-coupled device (CCD) detector. Exciting radiation at 632.8 nm was focused onto the sample surface with a spot size of about 1 μm² through a 100X objective with NA=0.9. To avoid unwanted laser-induced transformations, neutral filters of different optical densities were used, whenever necessary. The resolution was about 0.35 cm⁻¹/pixel.
AFM measurements were performed using a Solver AFM (NT-MDT, Russia) in contact mode in air using a 50 μm scanner. CSG11 silicon cantilevers from NT-MDT with nominal force constant of 0.1 N/m were used. Images of different sample areas were acquired, ranging from 1x1 to 7.5x7.5 μm². The data were processed with Gwyddion v. 2.30 (www.gwyddion.net), applying plane correction and line-by-line leveling. The same software was used to apply correction factors obtained using a calibration grid (TGQ1, NT-MDT) and to compute data roughness average (Ra). Data were imaged using ImageJ [25].

Compositional analyses were performed using Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDXS) technique, employing an Oxford INCA PentaFETx3 apparatus. The EDXS instrument is mounted on a JEOL Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) JSM-7001F equipped with a Field Effect Gun (FEG) source.

DBS measurements were carried out with an electrostatic slow positron beam at Trento University [26, 27]. The beam was tunable in the 0.05–25 keV energy range. In GeO₂, these positron implantation energies correspond to a probed film thickness ranging from about 0.1 nm to approximately 2 μm. The positron beam was coupled to two high purity germanium detectors (HPGe), 45% efficiency, 1.4 keV resolution at 511 keV, in a 180° configuration. At each positron implantation energy, the 511 keV gamma line was acquired with a microspectrum method and stabilized by a software procedure [28].

Positrons injected in a solid with energy ranging from a few eV to some keV slow down in few picoseconds (1-3 ps at 300 K) reaching thermal energy with the material. Then, after a diffusion path, positrons become efficiently trapped in open volumes and there they annihilate with electrons. The high specific trapping rate of positrons for open volumes present in a solid makes this particle a very efficient non-destructive probe for characterizing variations in structural open volumes or defects from monovacancies up to voids. The annihilation characteristics are determined by the local electron environment of the annihilation site (i.e., positron trap) [29].

For monoenergetic positrons, the stopping profile can be well-described by a derivative of a Gaussian function. [30, 31]. The mean positron implantation depth is related to the positron implantation energy by the equation:

\[ < z > = \frac{40}{\rho} E^{1.6} \text{ nm} \]  

(1)

where E is expressed in keV and the material density \( \rho \) in g/cm³.

When using DBS, the 511 keV annihilation peak is usually characterized by the line shape parameter S. This parameter represents the fraction of positrons annihilating with low-momentum electrons and is defined as the ratio between the counts in a central area of the annihilation peak (\( |511 - E_\gamma| \leq 0.85 \text{ keV} \)) and the counts in the total area of the photopeak (\( |511 - E_\gamma| \leq 4.25 \text{ keV} \)). In the parentheses the energy regions of the annihilation peak used in the present experiment are reported. \( E_\gamma \) is the energy of the annihilation photon.

The narrowing of the 511 keV annihilation line indicates that more positrons are annihilating with electrons of low momentum; this behavior is reflected in an increase of the S values.

From the DBS spectra the S parameter was estimated with a statistical error of about 0.1% (more than 2.5 x 105 counts under each annihilation spectrum).

Usually, to analyze DBS data, the shape line parameter is normalized to that of a reference bulk (S₀) material; that is S = S/S₀. In this work, as reference was used the S₀ of the silica substrate.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In Table 1 are reported the optical parameters for the samples as prepared and after CO$_2$ laser irradiation for 2h.

Table 1. Optical parameters for the samples as prepared and after CO$_2$ laser irradiation for 2h.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laser wavelength (nm)</th>
<th>Refractive Index</th>
<th>thickness (µm)</th>
<th>Attenuation coefficient (dB/cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TE</td>
<td>TM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>632</td>
<td>1.614±0.001</td>
<td>1.616±0.001</td>
<td>1.1±0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>before after</td>
<td>1.652±0.001</td>
<td>1.653±0.001</td>
<td>1.1±0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>irradiation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1319</td>
<td>1.590±0.01</td>
<td>1.590±0.01</td>
<td>1.0±0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>before after</td>
<td>1.631±0.01</td>
<td>1.634±0.01</td>
<td>1.0±0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>irradiation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1542</td>
<td>1.585±0.01</td>
<td>1.585±0.01</td>
<td>1.0±0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>before after</td>
<td>1.623±0.01</td>
<td>1.624±0.01</td>
<td>1.0±0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>irradiation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The waveguides have a thickness of about 1µm and support one mode at 1319 nm and 1542 nm. No change in the overall thickness was evidenced after the laser irradiation by the m-line measurements. Before and after LA the refractive indices measured in TE and TM polarization modes are equal within the experimental uncertainty, so the birefringence can be considered negligible. Comparing the refractive indices in the GeO$_2$ waveguides before and after LA we observe an increase of about 0.04 µm with the irradiation at all the wavelengths. Similar variations were obtained in other systems treated by CO$_2$ LA [15]. The laser annealing allowed significant reduction of the attenuation coefficients. In fact, we observe an attenuation coefficient at 1542 nm of 0.5 dB/cm for the irradiated system while for the system before LA is 0.9 dB/cm. As shown in Table 1, the reduction of the attenuation coefficient with the CO$_2$ laser irradiation is present at all the considered wavelengths. The decrease in the total attenuation coefficient for the CO$_2$ laser irradiated systems, that take in account of all the contribution to the losses such as volume and surface scattering and absorption, has been attributed by Dutta et al. [17] to the reduction of the surface roughness. The optical parameters measured after 1h of LA are equivalent to those reported for 2h. EDXS analysis was used to monitor the chemical composition of the sample, as deposited and after LA. EDXS confirm that the composition of the sample is not affected by the laser irradiation and the correct stoichiometry between germanium and oxygen is always present.

In figure 1, the Micro Raman spectra measured at room temperature for GeO$_2$ planar waveguides before and after LA at different times are reported.
The Raman spectrum of the as prepared GeO₂ waveguide before irradiation is typical of a GeO₂ amorphous system. The amorphous nature of the GeO₂ film is clearly pointed out by the broad peak at 440 cm⁻¹ [32, 33]. After 1 h of CO₂ laser irradiation, the Raman spectra indicate that in the amorphous GeO₂ matrix there is the presence of a rutile-like GeO₂ crystalline phase. The observed peaks are, in fact, in good agreement with those reported in the literature [32]. The peak at 302 cm⁻¹ corresponds to Ge optical phonons, being related to Ge–Ge bonds [34]. After 2 h of CO₂ laser irradiation, the Raman spectrum shows that in the amorphous system there is also the presence of a trigonal GeO₂ crystal phase. The peaks at 124, 168 and 263 cm⁻¹ correspond, in fact, to the complex translation and rotation of GeO₄ tetrahedra [35]. The peak at 882 cm⁻¹ is assigned to Ge–O stretching motion with tetrahedral GeO₄ units [36]. A shift in the band at 444 cm⁻¹ is due to symmetric Ge–O–Ge stretching [36]. The peaks observed at 490 and 603 cm⁻¹ are D₁ and D₂ defect bands from the silica substrate. All the bands in the spectrum obtained for the GeO₂ waveguide after 2 h of CO₂ laser irradiation are in good agreement with those of GeO₂ calcinated under a temperature $T = 1050$ °C [37].
Figure 2. AFM images of representative 1.8 x 1.8 μm² areas of the samples in the conditions: (a) as prepared and (b) after 2h of CO₂ laser irradiation. Z scale 10 nm. In (c) a comparison of typical height profiles in these two conditions, corresponding to sections 1 in panels (a) and (b), showing a decrease in roughness after irradiation is presented. (d) Profiles of the nanometric structures found after irradiation - sections 2 and 3 in panel (b).

AFM images of representative 1.8 x 1.8 μm² areas for the as prepared sample and for that CO₂ laser irradiated for 2h are reported in figure 2(a) and 2(b) respectively. AFM analysis put in evidence a roughness of 1.05 ± 0.05 nm in the as prepared sample and a roughness of 0.80 ± 0.02 nm for the waveguide after 2h of CO₂ laser irradiation. This result correlates with the reduction of the attenuation coefficient with the laser annealing and confirms surface morphology as an important source of losses [38]. Moreover, on the surface of the sample, the AFM image of figure 2(b) shows the presence of nanometric structures with sizes ranging from 10 to 50 nm (see also figure 2 (c)). These structures are assigned to GeO₂ nanocrystals. It is worth noting that, although the presence of these scattering points are expected to
increase the attenuation coefficient by increasing the scattering losses of the waveguide [39], the protocol here developed for the CO2 irradiation allows reducing the attenuation coefficient by decreasing the surface scattering losses [18, 38].

In figure 3, the positron depth profiling obtained for the as prepared and for the 2h CO2 laser irradiated GeO2 waveguides samples are shown. Specifically, the normalized shape parameter Sn as a function of the positron implantation energy and of the positron mean implantation depth is shown. For sake of clarity, in the figure 3 only two Sn evolutions are shown; i.e., the Sn curve corresponding to 1h CO2 laser irradiated sample was omitted.

![Graph showing Sn as a function of positron implantation energy](image)

Figure 3. Normalized shape parameter \( S_n \) as a function of the positron implantation energy for the as prepared and after 2h CO2 laser irradiated GeO2 samples. In the upper scale the mean positron implantation depth is reported. Solid lines represent the best fit obtained using the VEPFIT program (see text). The vertical dash-dotted line points out the interface limit between the film and the silica substrate.

To analyze the positron depth profiling of all the studied GeO2 waveguides, the \( S_n(E) \) experimental data were fitted using a procedure based on the solution of the stationary positron diffusion equation (VEPFIT program [40]). The equation requires as an input the positron stopping profile. Experimental data obtained from the measurements of the as prepared film were well-fitted considering two layers plus the silica substrate. On the other hand, although no changes were observed by m-line measurements in the overall thickness of the waveguides, in the case of the irradiated samples it was found that the data of both waveguides could be satisfactorily fitted using three layers plus the silica substrate. To fit the positron depth profiles it is necessary to have the density of the different layers including that of the substrate (see...
relation between depth and density given in eq. 1). For silica a density value of 2.1 g/cm$^3$ was assumed. However, taking advantage of having precise measurements of the layer thicknesses of each deposited Germania film as obtained using an m-line apparatus, the $S_n$ versus $E$ curves were analyzed considering the density values of the GeO$_2$ films of each sample as guess parameters. The GeO$_2$ density was found to be 3.15 ± 0.02 g/cm$^3$. A summary of the results is presented in Table 2. The fitted characteristic values of the silica substrate was $S_n = 0.529 ± 0.001$.

Table 2. $S_n$ values characterizing each layer in the as prepared and the two irradiated samples, as obtained by fitting the positron depth profiles. The density value of the GeO$_2$ film was used as a guess parameter into the frame of the fitting procedure. The boundary depths are measured from the surface of the sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>layer I $\rho = 3.15$ g/cm$^3$</th>
<th>layer II $\rho = 3.15$ g/cm$^3$</th>
<th>layer III $\rho = 3.15$ g/cm$^3$</th>
<th>bulk $\rho = 2.1$ g/cm$^3$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$S_n$</td>
<td>depth (nm)</td>
<td>$S_n$</td>
<td>depth (nm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>before irradiation</td>
<td>1.006</td>
<td>11 ± 2</td>
<td>0.952</td>
<td>983 ± 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>after 1h irradiation</td>
<td>1.003</td>
<td>2 ± 0.2</td>
<td>0.946</td>
<td>320 ± 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>after 2h irradiation</td>
<td>0.980</td>
<td>5 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.950</td>
<td>175 ± 32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the as prepared film, positrons detect a first thin superficial layer of about 10 nm which is characterized by a very high $S_n$ value of 1.006. This thin layer is followed by another GeO$_2$ layer (labelled layer II) uniform up to the silica substrate and characterized by a $S_n = 0.952$. With the laser irradiation, the superficial layer reduces to a half of its initial thickness, and the uniform second layer observed in the as prepared film splits now into two regions, named layers II and III, respectively. The first region is structurally similar to the second layer of the non-irradiated sample having about the same $S_n$ value (~0.950). In the sample irradiated during 1 h the thickness of the second layer is around 300 nm; and in the case of the sample irradiated 2 h, this thickness decreases up to approximately 170 nm. On the other hand, the second region (i.e., layer III) is characterized by a higher $S_n$ value (~0.960) than the previous one and it extends up to the silica interface.

The structural changes in the GeO$_2$ films with the irradiation are illustrated in the scheme plotted in figure 4. For all the samples and the different layers we have obtained values of the positron diffusion length ($L_i$) ranging between 5 nm and 25 nm.
Figure 4. Scheme of the nanostructural transformation of the GeO$_2$ films as a function of the depth measured from the surface of the sample and the irradiation time. As shown in this scheme, besides the silica substrate ($\rho = 2.1 \text{ g/cm}^3$) different layers in the GeO$_2$ films are detected by positron spectroscopy. From the fitting of the positron data reported in figure 3, a density value of $\rho = 3.15 \text{ g/cm}^3$ for the GeO$_2$ was obtained (see text).

The detection by DBS of a thin superficial layer that decreases its thickness with the laser irradiation treatment, well-correlates with the results obtained by AFM. Probably, this layer is highly defected due to their $S_n$ values by which it is characterized (higher than the $S_n$ values found in the bulk of the films). Both, the decrease in roughness and thickness of the defected superficial layer could be linked to the decrement of the attenuation coefficient. From the results reported in Table 2, it can be seen that the $S_n$ values obtained for layer III are slightly higher than those of layer II, indicating a structural change of the GeO$_2$ samples. Besides, the thickness of this modified layer is larger in the sample annealed for a longer irradiation time. In the case of layer II, for the laser treated films $S_n$ values are almost equal to that not treated sample. Figure 4 shows that: a) the bulk of the film interested by the structural change increases by increasing the irradiation time from 1 to 2 h; b) the change starts from the film/substrate interfacial moving towards the surface of the films. Raman spectroscopy reveals the presence of different GeO$_2$ phases. The rutile GeO$_2$ phase present after 1 h of irradiation exhibits a higher refractive index than that of the trigonal phase observed after 2 h of irradiation [41, 42]. However, DBS results would allow inferring that the lack of substantial changes in the macroscopic refractive index measured after 1 and 2 h of irradiation, respectively, could be attributed to a balance between the contributions of the different phases to the modified matrixes. The behavior described in point b) could be assigned to the heating of the substrate by the CO$_2$ laser inducing a progressive modification of the film from the substrate to the surface. The SiO$_2$ matrix, in fact, due to the lattice vibration in the region of 940 cm$^{-1}$, presents a higher absorbance in the region of the CO$_2$ laser line with respect to that of the GeO$_2$ system [43 - 45]. For that reason the CO$_2$ radiation is mainly absorbed by the SiO$_2$ substrate that induces the change in the GeO$_2$ film.
CONCLUSIONS

A protocol to fabricate GeO₂ transparent glass ceramic planar waveguides by a Radio Frequency Sputtering technique and subsequent CO₂ laser annealing is presented. The GeO₂ planar waveguide after 2h of CO₂ laser irradiation exhibits an increase of 0.04 in the refractive index, measured at 1542 nm. Moreover, we demonstrate that the laser annealing significantly reduce propagation loss in GeO₂ planar waveguides. Attenuation coefficients of 0.7 and 0.5 dB/cm at 1319 and 1542 nm, respectively, were measured after irradiation. Raman results have shown that after laser treatment for 1 h and 2 h GeO₂ nanocrystals are present with rutile and trigonal crystal phase. From AFM measurements it was found that after LA the surface roughness decreases from 1.1 to 0.7 nm. Besides, structures at nanometric scale on the surface of the samples with dimension from 10 to 50 nm attributed to the presence of GeO₂ nanocrystals were evidenced. From DBSPAS measurements could be inferred that the structural changes inside the Germania waveguides films initiate in the film-substrate interface in the direction to the surface. This behaviour was interpreted in terms of the role of the laser heat treatment of the substrate inducing a progressive modification of the films. Additionally, a value for the density of the germania films of 3.15 ± 0.02 g/cm³ was obtained from positron spectroscopy.
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